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Abstract
The paper outlines an approach to the development of intuitively understandable on-screen user 
interfaces. Users have been found to explain the operation of equipment with screen based user 
interfaces in terms of handling “objects” and interacting with “agents” in a virtual “space”. These 
metaphorical descriptions may reflect general and fundamental principles of cognition that are 
rooted in the evolution of the human species. It is postulated that presentation of information on 
the interface as scenes, objects and actors can call upon instinctive capacities for direct percep-
tual information pickup, intuitive cognitive functions and natural behavioral tendencies. In order to 
initiate learning of complex functions that cannot be perceived directly may necessitate the use 
of symbolic information. This must be based on an analysis of the most appropriate way to map 
the new functions to the users’ prior conceptual understanding of technological objects and func-
tions.
Keywords:
Activity theory, ecological psychology, intuition, user interface, objects, scenes, actors 
INTRODUCTION
Mediating experience
Mediation of experience by technological means has a long history. Sculptures, paintings, and 
other devices have been utilized for recording, writing, calculation and transmission of informa-
tion for thousands of years. Binoculars, telescopes, and microscopes were invented hundreds of 
years ago. The telegraph, telephone, gramophone, radio and television are more recent inventions. 
Today, computers with complex programmed functions reside in lots of products used to mediate 
such activities. 
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In mechanical devices the functions and their control structure is objectified in the material 
structure of the mechanics and thus have a perceptible surface. In contrast to this, functions in 
programmed technology have no inherent perceptual form, and the user interface is made as an 
explicit design, based on the imagination of the designer, and constrained by tradition and the 
possibilities and limits of the programming language and screen technology.
Interface technology has evolved rapidly since the first computers entered the consumer mar-
ket. Command based interaction evolved into 2D choice menus and graphical interfaces utilizing 
the metaphor of the “desktop” (e.g. Windows) (see e.g. Shneiderman 1983, Myers 1998, Perkins, 
Smith Keller & Ludolph 1997). Recently some researchers and designers suggest the use of 3D 
graphical interfaces for advanced applications (Robertson 1999). In this paper it will be argued, 
that a logical step forward would be to think of 4D interfaces, utilizing the metaphors of objects, 
scenes and agents.
State of the art user interfaces
Although “Windows” has not conquered the area of consumer goods, it is justified to say that the 
evolution of interfaces for e.g. televisions have passed through similar stages since the invention 
of the “remote control” and the removal of hardware buttons and inter faces from the “corpus” 
of the TV. Today most TV’s come with on-screen user interface (OSD) in the form of menus de-
signed to enable the user to control the functions and applications in the TV set, to select different 
sources of entertainment and information via the remote control, to key in necessary data to the 
systems functions, and thereby to manipulate features and options determining the appearance 
of pictures on the screen (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Media users access the world of information, entertainment and communication via functions and application 
programs in an apparatus.
Different brands have different philosophies concerning the construction and appearance of 
such on-screen user interfaces. At Bang & Olufsen A/S (B&O) [1] the aim is to provide the best of 
two worlds, aesthetic-emotional experiences and technical functions. B&O products should enable 
the user to access and enjoy the cultural experiences available via various media in a direct and 
pleasurable way. This calls for design of “transparent” and aesthetically pleasing user interfaces 
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by multidisciplinary teams, as recently described by Bærentsen & Slavensky (1999). A “transpar-
ent” user interface should not be invisible however, but noticed and even appreciated for this 
transparency. From a usability point of view the challenge is consequently to make products so 
easy to operate, that the operation will become an enjoyable experience in itself.
Most user interfaces today present system functions by use of verbal or iconic symbols on static 
2D menu pages organized in a hierarchical system. From the menus the user can select and acti-
vate functions and additional menus by pressing a button on a keyboard, a remote control or the 
like. Activation of a function may be accompanied by verbal status information giving “feedback” 
about the effects. When the user selects a menu (or a submenu) it appears instantly, replacing 
the previous menu in an abrupt manner. In order to orient the user about his whereabouts in the 
system each menu usually has a headline indicating its contents. 
Many variations of details exist, but the similarities are dominating. Even though in graphical in-
terfaces for computers some functions are handled in a non-symbolic way (e.g. “drag and drop”) 
they are mostly supported by a symbolic “dialogue” requesting confirmation of the intended op-
eration. 
It is thus mainly the “highest” and most specific intellectual capabilities of humans that are 
taken into account in current user interfaces, i.e., the abilities for reading and understanding lin-
guistically symbolized information, for logical reasoning, and conscious decision making. Only 
in computer games designers have gone beyond the limits of symbolic information processing - 
(linguistic and/or iconic) - and into the realm of basic sensory-motor and perceptual processes. 
All users of advanced audiovisual equipment have some previously acquired capabilities for us-
ing technology that may be more or less relevant to the operation of new or unknown equipment. 
Some of these background capabilities are specific for the individual because of individual experi-
ence, professional training or as a member of a given culture. But all users are members of the 
human species, and as such they share a number of characteristic competencies. Some of these 
qualities are general features of the human species, and some of them are not even specific to 
humans, but have a distant evolutionary background and are shared with a broad spectrum of liv-
ing creatures. In order to tap these competencies it is necessary to take a look at their functional 
origin and nature, and the kinds of information that they are dependent on. 
The human brain did not evolve primarily in order to handle symbolic information processing. 
Judged by the archaeological record the use of externally objectified symbols probably emerged 
some 50-30.000 years a go, and writing originated only 5-6.000 years ago (Donald 1991, Klix 
1993; Schmandt-Besserat 1978). The human brain reached its contemporary form approximately 
200.000-100.000 years ago. Some of its essential qualities are as old as the transition of life from 
the water to the solid ground several hundred million years ago, and some capabilities are even 
older than that. The primary function of the brain during this lengthy period was the non-symbolic 
control of locomotion, object manipulation and interaction with other living creatures. 
INTUITIVE USER INTERFACES 
In the following an approach to the development and construction of intuitively understandable 
on-screen user interfaces will be sketched. First a definition of intuition and intuitive interfaces 
will be introduced. Then some empirical findings of metaphors employed by users to explain their 
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understanding of computer systems and functions of a TV set will be presented. These metaphors 
point to fundamental principles of human activity, and its control by hierarchically organized sys-
tems of perception-action and cognitive functions rooted in the evolution of the human species. 
Some of these principles are then summarized on the basis of activity theory, cultural historical 
psychology, ecological psychology, and the theory of situated actions. Later some suggestions 
are given on how to implement these principles in interface technology. 
Intuition 
According to a standard dictionary (Oxford 1989, p. 660) intuition is the “(power of) understand-
ing things ... immediately, without the need for conscious reasoning or study”. Etymologically 
“intuition” is derived from Latin: intueri, look into, observe (Brüel & Nielsen 1987, p. 262). In a 
psychological encyclopedia intuition is described as being “... essentially arriving at decisions or 
conclusions without explicit or conscious processes of reasoned thinking. It is sometimes thought 
that intuitions are reliable; and indeed we do act most of the time without knowing why or what 
our reasons may be. It is certainly rare to set out an argument in formal terms, and go through the 
steps as prescribed by logicians. In this sense, almost all judgments and behavior are ‘intuitive’” 
(Gregory 1989 p. 389). 
Definition of an intuitive interface 
Hence an intuitive interface may be defined as an interface, which is immediately understandable 
to all users, without the need neither for special knowledge by the user nor for the initiation of 
special educational measures. Anybody can walk up to the system; see what kind of services it af-
fords, and what should be done in order to operate it. While operating the device, navigation and 
manipulation of the system interface should proceed without the need for conscious awareness 
of the sensory- motor operational aspects of the interface.
Since this definition presupposes an initial knowledge by the user of the kinds of functions em-
bodied in the technology, this degree of intuitivity is probably not achievable. Indeed it will be 
unattainable in principle, inasmuch as the development of information technology is very fast. It 
is therefore necessary to supplement the definition of an intuitive interface with the availability of 
functions supporting learning of unknown functions and their operation, but in a way that is not 
perceived as “teaching” or “education”. Learning must be a spontaneous product of the activity 
of use.
Levels of an intuitive interface 
It needs to be specified that not all aspects of the use activity are considered in this paper: for 
instance the motivational-intentional aspects of interaction related to the practical relevance and 
conceptual understanding of the functions of the system in question. In order for a system to be 
operated “intuitively”, the user of course needs to have a motive for using the system, and at least 
a minimal understanding of its affordances (i.e. the functions it affords). No matter how sophisti-
cated the interface is, the system cannot be “operated” in an intuitive way, if the functions are 
completely useless and unknown to the user. Thus it is presupposed that the user has appropri-
ated a suitable motivation and a general understanding of the meaningfulness of functions in the 
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system. 
The theme of this paper is sensory-motor aspects of interaction, that today are inappropriately 
delegated to control by conscious intellectual, linguistic and symbolic functions, that would be 
better served by direct and automatic perception- action capabilities outside the field of conscious 
attention. Some examples from empirical investigations will be given in the next section. 
EMPIRICAL DATA ON USERS’ UNDERSTANDING OF 
SYSTEMS 
Metaphorical descriptions of use activities 
In an empirical investigation of librarians using a computerized card index system (Andersen & 
Madsen 1989) and an investigation of people making programmed recordings on VCR’s with an 
on-screen menu system (OSD) (Bærentsen et al. 1995) it was found that the users described their 
activities using expressions like “now I’m going into ...”, “now I’m going out of .., - then I go up 
to ..., - then I go down to ...” etc. and “it tells me to”, “then it remembers” or “it didn’t do what I 
told it to”. 
The utilization of these metaphorical forms of expression suggests that the user’s activity to-
wards equipment with screen-based user interfaces is conceivable as activity in a virtual “spatial 
environment”, handling and manipulation of virtual “objects” and interaction with virtual “ac-
tors”. The mental models (Bedny & Meister 1997 pp. 14 ff., 96 ff., 131 ff.; Norman 1988, pp. 12 
ff.) which contains the user’s understanding of the system, and serves to regulate the actions, 
are drawing on analogical similarities (Carroll & Thomas 1982; Carroll & Mack 1984; Holyoak & 
Thagard 1997) to normal actions with real objects in the physical environment. The user’s intu-
itions about what actions would likely result in a particular outcome, the expectations as to what 
will happen when some action is taken, or what might be the reasons leading to a particular situ-
ation or result, is to a large degree informed by experience from analogical daily activities. In the 
following section the results from research done at Bang & Olufsen will be presented in order to 
explicate some of these principles. 
 “Objects” on the interface of TV’s 
In a usability test carried out at B&O we found indications for the validity of the metaphor “object” 
as a description of some aspects of the mental models regulating of the users actions. The test was 
carried out during the late stages of the development of a recent B&O TV, the “AV5” integrated 
AV set (see Figure 3). The user interface on the AV5 was developed by a dedicated designer, and 
introduced a new generation of interfaces replacing earlier types of software-developer generated 
interfaces present on the Avant TV (see Figure 2) and earlier B&O TV’s. The design of the interface 
for the AV5 was inspired by an interface developed by Ideo for a Nokia TV. It was therefore con-
sidered relevant to set up a comparative test involving the Avant, the AV5 and the Nokia TV. 
The test verified that the AV5 menu interface supported the user interaction in a uniquely pleas-
ant way, and indicated some of the principal shortcomings of the interface of the Avant set. The 
test also verified and clarified the understanding of the principles and factors determining the 
user’s ease of operation and understanding of the process. The test verified that the AV5 menu 
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interface supported the user interaction in a uniquely pleasant way, and indicated some of the 
principal shortcomings of the interface of the Avant set. The test also verified and clarified the 
understanding of the principles and factors determining the user’s ease of operation and under-
standing of the process.
Figure 2: The B&O Avant TV.   Figure 3: The B&O AV5 integrated AV set.
One example of this relate to the way TV channels are stored when they are tuned in and the 
resulting order of appearance of the channels on the channel list (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). 
Figure 4: The Channel list on the Avant TV.              Figure 5: The Channel list on the AV5 integrated AV set.
In Denmark many or most TV sets are connected to cable networks on which the particular cable 
network operator determines the transmission frequency of the individual channels. On one of the 
major cable net works the Danish national television channel “DR1”, which is considered to be 
“the first channel” by most Danes, at the time of the test was transmitted on 062 MHz, whereas the 
competing “TV2” - which logically enough is considered the “second channel” by most Danes - 
was transmitted at 046 MHz. During the tuning process “TV2” consequently appeared first, where- 
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as“DR1” appeared as the second channel. 
After conclusion of the tuning process, most users would therefore wish to edit the channel list 
in order to have DR1 become channel one, and TV 2 channel two. DR1 would then be presented 
when pressing the “1” button on the BEO4 terminal, and TV2 would appear when button “2” is 
depressed (see Figure 6). This of course seems more logical than the opposite. 
On the Avant the tuning process has to be accomplished semi-manually by finding, numbering, 
naming and storing each channel one at a time. In order to do this, the user must first call up the 
main menu (Figure 7), then activate the setup menu (Figure 8), the tuning menu (Figure 9), and 
then the TV tuning menu (Figure 10) where the tuning can be accomplished. 
Figure 6: The Beo4 terminal.  Figure 7: Avant main menu.
    Figure 8: Avant setup menu.
    Figure 9: Avant tuning menu.
    Figure 10: Avant TV tuning menu.
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After completion of the tuning, the order of channels on the list may be edited (see Figure 4). 
In order to do this the user has to select the channel to be moved, and again call up the menus 
(Figure 7 to Figure 10), and copy the channel to a vacant position in the channel list (i.e. set up 
a dummy variable), by assigning a new (unused) channel number to it. Then - using the same 
procedure - the other channel that is to be moved can be copied to the position of the first chan-
nel, overwriting this. In the last step, by repeating the procedure, the channel that is stored in 
the dummy variable can be copied to the initial position of the second channel, overwriting that 
one. The user can then utilize the dummy variable for more swapping, or just delete the channel 
that was temporarily stored there. The complete procedure for the interchange of positions of 
“Channel_1” and “Channel_2” on the B&O Avant TV is illustrated in table 1. 
In the table, # denotes a number, Channel_1 and Channel_2 are the channels that are inter-
changed, after which they become Channel_1* and Channel_2*. Text in square brackets [] denotes 
activation of a button on the Beo4 terminal. 
On the AV5 set, the tuning can be accomplished automatically by activating the “Autotune” func-
tion on the tuning menu (see Figure 11). The user only has to wait while the set finds, names and 
stores the channels. When the auto tuning process is completed, the channel list is presented, and 
the user may then name those channels that could not be named automatically, and edit the order 
of the channels on the list (see Figure 5 and Figure 12). 
Figure 11: Tuning menu on the AV5 integrated AV set.
In order to exchange the position of two channels on the list, the user places the cursor on the 
name of the channel to be moved, activates the “move” function, which transfers the channel 
name to the free space on the right side of the channel list, and can then move the channel up or 
down the list (see Figure 12). 
Figure 12: Changing the position of a TV channel on the AV5
Klaus B. Bærentsen36
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Table 1: Procedure for editing the channel list on the B&O Avant TV 
SITUATION   USER ACTION ON BEO4  OUTCOME 
   SUBTASK: FIND CHANNEL_1
TV is on   [MENU]   Main Menu 
Main Menu   [3 = TV list]   TV channel list 
TV channel list  [# of Channel_1]  Cursor on # Channel_1 
Cursor on # Channel_1  [GO]   TV on Channel_1
   SUBTASK: COPY CHANNEL_1 TO DUMMYCHANNEL
TV on Channel_1  [MENU]   Main Menu 
Main Menu   [4 = Setup]   Setup Menu
Setup Menu   [1 = Tuning]   Tuning menu 
Tuning menu   [1 = TV]   TV tuning menu 
TV tuning menu  [uu]   Cursor on # of Channel_1 
Cursor on # of Channel_1  [# of DummyChannel]  Cursor on # of DummyChannel 
Cursor on # of DummyChannel  [GO]   Tuning menu (Channel_1 copied to  
      DummyChannel) 
Tuning menu   [EXIT]   TV on DummyChannel 
   SUBTASK: FIND CHANNEL_2
TV on DummyChannel  [MENU]   Main Menu 
Main Menu   [3 = TV list]   TV channel list
TV channel list  [# of Channel_2]  Cursor on # of Channel_2 
Cursor on # of Channel_2  [GO]   TV on Channel_2 
   SUBTASK: MOVE CHANNEL_2
TV on Channel_2  [MENU]   Main Menu 
Main Menu   [4 = Setup]   Setup Menu 
Setup Menu   [1 = Tuning]   Tuning menu 
Tuning menu   [1 = TV]   TV tuning menu
TV tuning menu  [uu]   Cursor on # of Channel_2
Cursor on # of Channel_2  [# of Channel_1]  Cursor on # of Channel_1 
Cursor on # of Channel_1  [GO]   Tuning menu  (Channel_2 copied to former 
      position of Channel_1 ? Channel_2*) 
Tuning menu   [EXIT]   TV on Channel_2* 
   SUBTASK: MOVE DUMMYCHANNEL
TV on Channel_2*  [# of DummyChannel]  TV on DummyChannel 
TV on DummyChannel  [MENU]   Main Menu
Main Menu   [4 = Setup]   Setup Menu
Setup Menu   [1 = Tuning]   Tuning menu 
Tuning menu   [1 = TV]   TV tuning menu 
TV tuning menu  [uu]   Cursor on # of DumyChannel 
Cursor on # of DummyChannel  [# of Channel_2]  Cursor on # of Channel_2 
Cursor on # of Channel_2  [GO]   Tuning menu (DummyChannel copied to former 
      position of Channel_2? Channel_1*)
Tuning menu   [EXIT]   TV on Channel_1*
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When it is positioned to the right of the desired position, the user presses the button for the 
“swap”, and the two concomitant channels exchange their positions. In order to complete the 
process, the user then moves the “active” channel to the desired position, and again press the 
button assigned to the “swap” function. The complete procedure for the interchange of positions 
for “Channel_1” and “Channel_2” on the B&O integrated AV system AV5 is illustrated in table 2: 
Table 2: Procedure for editing the channel list on the B&O AV5 integrated AV set 
SITUATION   USER ACTION   OUTCOME
   SUBTASK: FIND CHANNEL_1
TV   [MENU]   Setup Menu 
Setup Menu   [GO]   TV setup menu 
TV setup menu  [q ]   TV setup menu, cursor on PROGRAM LIST
TV setup menu, cursor on PROGRAM LIST [GO]   Program List
Program List   [# of Channel_1]  Cursor on Channel_1
   SUBTASK: MOVE CHANNEL_1
Cursor on Channel_1  [uu]   Cursor on Channel_1 in right column
Cursor on Channel_1 in right column n* [p] or [q]   Cursor on Channel_1 in right column 
      next to Channel_2 in left column
Cursor on Channel_1 in right column 
next to Channel_2 in left column [tt]   Cursor on Channel_2 in right column 
      next to Channel_1* in left column
   SUBTASK: MOVE CHANNEL_2
Cursor on Channel_2 in right column n* [p] or [q]   Cursor on Channel_2 in right column 
      next to empty former position of 
      Channel_1 in left column
Cursor on Channel_2 in right column 
next to empty former position of 
Channel_1 in left column  [tt]   Cursor on Channel_2* in left column
Cursor on Channel_2* in left column [EXIT]   TV on Channel_2* 
It is obvious that the two methods differ very much from each other. The test demonstrated that 
many people were unable to find a solution to the problem of changing the position of channels 
on the Avant, and instead proposed to tune the set again, and this time store the channels in the 
proper positions. Those who found the solution however had a hard time to complete the proce-
dure. Even those (mainly engineers and programmers) who immediately found the solution, very 
soon ran into problems when they were requested to continue sorting the channels on the list. 
After a few repetitions it was very difficult to remember which channel they were about to move, 
which one was stored in the dummy variable, and which one had already been moved. Likewise 
it was cumbersome to remember the procedure - go to the channel that should be moved, call up 
the tuning menu, change the number of the channel, store the channel, exit tuning etc. 
In contrast to this, the only major problem encountered on the AV5 set was to notice the text on 
the screen menu indicating which button to press on the terminal in order to initiate the process. 
The rest of the procedure seemed to be readily “graspable”, and was accomplished without the 
need for much attention to the process, and without any major problems.
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Errors and misunderstandings, or problems with the interface?
When users were grappling with the tasks of moving the TV channels around in the channel list on 
the Avant, some typical forms of errors were encountered.
For example some users attempted to swap channels directly, by changing the number of the 
channel they wished to move to the wanted number, without copying the channel to a dummy 
variable first (e.g. instead of changing “48, 1, TV2” to “48, dummy#, TV2”, they directly changed 
to “48, 2, TV2”; see Figure10). When they were asked what they thought had happened to the 
channel that was originally stored on position “2”, they first assumed it was saved somewhere 
“behind” in a kind of buffer, but then realized they had made a mistake and deleted the channel. 
Other users tried to change the name of the channel into the name of the desired channel (e.g. 
“48, 1, TV2” was changed to “48, 1, DR1”). The expectation was then that “DR1” would appear 
when they chose channel 1. When the picture of “TV2” appeared instead, but with the name 
“DR1”, they realized the assumption was in error, and that they had only changed the name of the 
channel. 
On the AV5 some users encountered one minor problem in the procedure when the channel to 
be moved was placed alongside the channel occupying the position it should be moved to. When 
the “Swap” function is activated, the swap is accomplished instantly, i.e. the names disappear, 
and reappear fractions of a second later in the opposite positions. In order to establish that the 
channels have changed position, the user must read the names of the channels, identify them and 
compare their positions to the remembered prior situation and note the difference. This demands 
the user’s conscious attention to the channels and application of logical symbolic reasoning. Later 
it was shown that if the swap is instead done by continuous “sliding” of the names behind each 
other, the exchange can be perceived directly, without the user having to attend consciously to the 
process. 
Although the Avant was still difficult to operate for those who were familiar with the nature of 
programmed devices, the outcomes of actions were not impossible to understand. The “errors” 
and problems encountered by users without this special knowledge, i.e. without a training in pro-
gramming are easily explicable if it is assumed that they conceived the representations of the TV 
channels (the picture on the screen, the transmission frequency, the number of the channel on the 
list, and the name of the channel) as features belonging to physical objects with a kind of substan-
tial identity, whereas in fact they are only parameter values for data structures in a program 
The empirical data support the hypothesis that the user’s understandings and intuitions about 
the behavior of the system are built by drawing analogies from the everyday experience of han-
dling physical objects in the physical world. If this seems surprising at first sight, after a short 
reflection it will appear as a rather obvious insight. When confronted with something new, people 
will employ whatever experience they may have in their efforts to understand new phenomena. 
And when they encounter some things that appear to be objects, they will intuitively expect them 
to behave like objects.
To the “uneducated” user the “mental model” of a TV channel can be likened to that of an object 
with a number of features, like a book on a bookshelf. A book has a meaningful content, a title, 
form, size and color, and a physical substance, and it occupies a particular position on the shelf. 
If the book is moved to another position on the shelf, it is not only the content, but also the title 
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of the book, its form, color etc. that move. Since the substance moves as well, any other book 
that may already be on the position to which we move it, will be displaced, but not annihilated 
by the newcomer. In the “real” world, the world of physics, objects have a basic substantial qual-
ity or numerical identity (see Mammen 1989, 1993, 1994; Mogensen 1997; Xu & Carey 1996). This 
fundamental substantiality dictates certain kinds of behavior and precludes others. 
But when users enter the world of programmed technology, like the poor Alice they enter a kind 
of “wonderland” in which the “laws of nature” no longer apply. And their expectations are not 
fulfilled. As in a cartoon anything may happen. A stored TV channel is a data structure with a 
number of abstract variables of certain types, to which some arbitrary (although valid) values can 
be assigned. When the user assigns values to the variables, the resulting set of data (e.g. the fre-
quency on the transmission band, a digit, a string of characters, and the contents of the signal) can 
be presented simultaneously on the screen, but they are an arbitrary conglomeration of distinct 
abstract entities without internal coherence, and the rules governing their combination are purely 
conventional. In the world of programmed technology “objects” are conventional concatenations 
of abstract variables with assigned values, and have no substantial existence. 
The shortcomings of the Avant interface consequently stems primarily from its almost complete 
reliance on the users ability to perform conscious reasoning on a symbolic information processing 
level. The user has to read, understand and reason verbally in order to understand the abstract 
information on the interface. It even requires logical thinking and rational problem solving in order 
to figure out how to accomplish some tasks.
On the AV5 and the Nokia sets some of these tasks are accomplished by direct manipulation of 
“objects” on the screen. This transfers the users thinking from the level of conscious symbolic 
reasoning to the levels of automatic perception-action and sensory-motor functions, which makes 
it much easier to carry out the necessary operations. On the Nokia set the direct manipulation 
of objects was achieved by “imitation” of “real objects” on the screen. In this way some crucial 
principles were “imported” into the interaction. On the AV5 the features supporting the principles 
of direct manipulation of objects were maintained, but the nonessential imitational features were 
skipped. This turned out to be an advantage because some distracting visual features in this way 
disappeared from the screen. 
Systems as “Spatial environments” 
The discontinuous way current hierarchical menu systems present navigation in the functional 
space that is represented on the menus pose comparable problems to the user. The instantaneous 
shifts from one menu page to the next require the user to know the architecture of the system, or 
to think consciously about his movements in the system, or to read and understand the “status 
information” on the screen in order to keep oriented about his position in the menu hierarchy. 
This problem was very obvious in a power plant control room having a computerized control 
system with alphanumeric displays (cf. Bærentsen 1992; Bærentsen, Kvorning & Skov 1989). When 
the activity of the operators was analyzed, it turned out that they had to consciously control the 
presentation of information on the interface in order to keep oriented about what part of the sys-
tem was represented and controlled from the particular display. The control of the interface had 
become a particular task on top of the main tasks of controlling the processes, the machine sys-
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tems, and the automatic control system. 
As with objects, if we compare navigation in the functional spaces of programmed devices 
with the way we navigate in the real world, the difference is one of substantiality and continuity. 
Instantaneous jumps from one location to another are simply impossible in the real world, and 
when we move from one place to another, the scenery changes continuously and in a way that 
automatically and unambiguously informs us about our whereabouts during the transition. We 
rarely need a sign giving “feedback” information about our position. 
The use of metaphors in the description of activities with the technical devices is not a singular 
phenomenon or one specific to technology. Metaphors are ubiquitous in human description of 
activities and phenomena of life (Johnson 1987, Lakoff 1987). As these authors indicate it should 
not be interpreted as a purely linguistic phenomenon, but rather be taken as a serious indication 
of the kind of imagistic mental processes involved in reasoning and talking about processes and 
phenomena in the world (Barsalou 1999, Chafe 1990, Damasio 1989; Deecke 1996, Farah 1984, 
Jeannerod 1994, Larsen 1989). What is hypothesized in this paper is that these findings can be 
generalized to the domain of human activities with technology (cf. Bærentsen 1996). 
On this basis some general principles can be derived for the presentation of information and 
interaction with functions, which are supported by automatically operating natural capacities for 
perceptual pickup of information, intuitive cognitive functions and behavioral tendencies. These 
principles start out from a consideration of the phenomena implied at in the metaphors of scenes, 
objects and actors.
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL BASIS FOR INTUITION 
Psychological theories 
As mentioned above, the assertions made in this paper are based on sources from cultural histori-
cal psychology (e.g. Vygotsky 1966), activity theory (e.g. Bedny & Meister 1997; Bernshtein 1996; 
Leont’ev 1977, 1978, 1979, 1981; Leont’yev et al. 1966a, 1966b; Lomov 1963; Rubinshtein 1934; 
Velichkovsky 1994; Zinchenko & Munipov 1989), ecological psychology (e.g. Chan & Shaw 1996; 
Effken, Kim & Shaw 1997; Gibson 1966, 1986; Reed 1996; Turvey 1990; Turvey & Carello 1986; 
Vicente & Rasmussen 1992), and the theory of situated actions (Suchman 1987). These theories 
have different historical origins, address different questions, and differ in many details. Anyway 
they also share fundamental viewpoints on human activity, and they fit very well together when it 
comes to their practical consequences in relation to the theme of the present effort. 
According to the theory of situated actions, user’s intentional activities (i.e. their operational re-
alization) with technology are not determined solely by the intention or a “cognitive plan”, but de-
pends to a large degree on the contextual circum stances of the actions, hence the notion “situated 
actions”. Unfortunately however the contextual determination is emphasized to such a degree, 
that the real influence of motives, intentions, goals and plans as structuring factors for actions are 
nearly lost (see Bardram 1997). 
The core of Suchmans argument fits nicely with the insight of activity theory, that it is neces-
sary to differentiate three aspects of activity: the motivational determination, the determination by 
conscious goals and intentions, and the determination by the situational means and conditions 
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(Leont’ev 1979). The operational realization of motivated and goal-directed activity as a process in 
the four dimensional space of the physical world requires adaptation of the actions to the contex-
tual conditions, but this does not do away with the determining influence of neither motives nor 
intentions (see Figure 13). 
Figure 13: According to activity theory different aspects of activity are controlled by different factors.
One advantage of activity theory over the theory of “situated actions” and the ecological theory 
is a differentiated concept of activity, with a clear appreciation of the distinctions and relations 
between the emotional-motivational, the intentional and the concrete sensory-motor operations 
realizing the activity of the individual. This is a clear advantage in regard to understanding the 
different sources of information for different aspects of cognitive and sensory-motor control of ac-
tion. 
Evolution of the brain
In activity theory the different “layers” or “dimensions” of determination are discerned by an 
analysis of the phylogenetically established “morphology” of the sensory-motor aspect of activity 
and its control. This is summarized in the following paragraphs on the basis of a free interpreta-
tion of data and theory in (Arbib 1989; Bernstein 1996; Fabri 1983; Gibson 1966, 1986; Klix 1993; 
Leont’ev 1978; Leontyev 1977, 1978, 1979, 1981; Neisser 1994; Velichkovsky 1994). The summary 
is only tentative, and makes no claim of being neither exhaustive nor accurate in detail. Neither 
are any exact references to the literature given by which the specific contributions of the separate 
sources can be traced. 
Life activity 
The most fundamental characteristic of living organisms is their activity; no matter how primitive 
or complex, they are inherently active. This is especially true for animals that move around in 
their surroundings actively searching for substances that may serve to satisfy their needs. This 
motivated activity is also the real basis of our knowledge of the world. In relation to the use of 
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technology this implies that the use of devices serves to satisfy some kind of need on the part of 
the user, and that the fundamental trick in relation to the user’s learning of the device must be to 
get the user to do something with the equipment, and that the resulting effects should provide the 
user with information about the functions of the device.  
 Locomotion and object manipulation 
All vertebrates share some general characteristics in the way they move about in the world. 
Humans in particular have many features in common with the land- living vertebrates with whom 
we share the ecological conditions of locomotion, and consequently the general architecture of 
our skeleton and nervous system (including our brain and sensory organs). The ability for locomo-
tion through the environment is served by a capacity for dynamic sensory localization of objects 
in relation to the organism and in relation to other objects. The aim of much of this locomotion 
is the achievement of need related objects, and this entails the ability to perceptually identify en-
countered objects as instances of natural classes of objects with certain affordances (i.e. qualities 
affording certain activities).  
Although rodents and some other animals use their forelimbs to grasp and handle objects, ex-
tensive use of the hands for “manipulation” of objects is first seen in hominids, where this kind of 
activity attains a highly significant role. Together with the ability to conceptualize functional affor-
dances of objects making them suitable as instruments in relation to the achievement of complex 
goals this constitutes an ability for “manual thinking” in concrete situations. This kind of thinking 
is constrained by the need for concrete objects, either physical or imagined, and by the absence of 
generative symbolic capacities, and the lack of accumulation of products across generations apart 
from the isolated formation of traditions. 
The neural systems subserving these aspects of behavior make up the main part of the brains 
of animals, and still make up substantial parts of the human brain. The human body possess ap-
proximately 125 degrees of freedom, our field of view is approximately 180 degrees in all direc-
tions (“panoramic vision”) and our perception of the world is not only based on vision, but on 
complex sensory syntheses drawing on all sensory modalities (vision, audition, taste, smell, the 
haptic sense, and proprioception). When it is considered, that in order to support locomotion and 
object manipulation all this information must be processed in real time, it is evident, that the brain 
must have an immense processing capacity in order to accomplish these “simple” forms of behav-
ior.  
In relation to the theme of this paper, a very significant conclusion may be drawn on this basis: 
To the extent that the interaction can be delegated to the basic sensory-motor level for control of 
locomotion and object handling, immense amounts of processing power is available to the user’s 
cognitive system, and largely without the necessity of the user’s conscious effort. 
Human activity mediated by material tools and linguistic signs 
Humans share many locomotor and manipulative capacities with other hominids, but because of 
a few crucial biological differences our way of living has achieved a fundamentally different char-
acter. The neural basis for these crucial differences is too complex to review, and the task of do-
ing so exceeds the limits of this paper. But their result is a capacity for living in complex social 
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groups whose members can communicate verbally, construct complex objects to be used as tools 
for the production of specialized objects for consumption, shelter and decoration etc. On top of 
this emerges the ability to become conscious of one self, and reflect on ones own life activity.
In order to enter the species-specific historically developing mode of existence, the most signifi-
cant capacities are the ability to objectify insight and knowledge in complex objects, and the abil-
ity to appropriate these objects as extensions of the body. Artifacts embody operational forms 
of past human activities, and recognized natural laws (Bærentsen 1989). The two-sided process 
of objectification and appropriation opens the road into history. The objectification-appropriation 
cycle constitutes a significant ingredient in the context of the abilities to maintain these objects 
and disseminate their use in the social community, communicate about them, and transmit them 
from one generation to the next. 
The transmission of objects, symbols and competencies from one generation to the next, and in 
general the dissemination of acquired competencies among the members of society is achieved by 
learning processes in the context of social cooperation. The learning individual acts in a “zone of 
proximal development” under the supervision and guidance of more knowledgeable peers, who 
structure the actions in such a way, that the goal is accomplished, and the necessary operational 
capacities are developed in the individual (Vygotsky 1980). 
Especially relevant in this context is the fact that the human brain is primarily adapted to control 
of non-symbolic locomotor and manipulative object activity (cf. Arbib 1989; Bernstein 1996) on 
the basis of direct perception of the layout of the physical environment and the affordances of 
objects (Gibson 1966, 1986). On top of this appeared the immensely important abilities for object 
manipulation and constructive creation that enabled the human species to modify nature and cre-
ate the cultural-historical world including language in the modern sense (Klix 1993; Leontyev 1981, 
Leroi-Gourhan 1980). 
The evolution of language as well as the manipulative and constructive abilities seem to be sup-
ported by conceptual understanding and representation of object characteristics (Klix 1983) that 
still today constitutes the functional basis of our linguistic conceptual abilities (cf. Barsalou 1998; 
Nelson 1974). Although adult humans have fairly sophisticated capabilities for the use of linguistic 
conceptual thinking in the control of their actions, the basic sense of the underlying substantial 
nature of objects seems to be an indispensable feature of non-pathological categorical thinking (cf. 
Mogensen 1997; Xu & Carey 1996). The significance and reality of this was demonstrated in the 
research mentioned above. 
Once language had evolved, it became a powerful tool for transmission of knowledge. Modern 
humans grow up in cultures utilizing language for communicating and storing information and 
knowledge. Language makes it possible to point at, and reactivate, relevant parts of experience, 
that are not consciously represented in the moment, or available in the context of activity (Larsen 
1989, Pulvermüller 1999). 
The appropriation of artifacts in activity consists in the development of cognitive and sensory-
motor capacities functioning in the same way as those developed during phylogeny. By use of 
linguistic signs in communication when appropriate, these functions can be activated and utilized 
in a productive way and by this allow tentative actions in unknown circumstances. These tentative 
actions may then initiate the development of skilled actions. 
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Summary of evolutionary arguments and some consequences 
The evolutionary arguments put forward here are summarized in table 3. Briefly stated, the user’s 
understanding of and interaction with programmed devices having screen-based interfaces are 
supported by “mental models”. 
Table 3: Aspects of human activity rooted in or acquired in different phases of the biological evolution. The first row indi-
cates the extent of species with which humans share the kinds of activity and the objects and objectives of these activi-
ties. 
EVOLUTIONARY ORIGIN  TYPICAL ACTIVITY  OBJECT OF ACTIVITY 
Animalia (all living animals)  Motivated goal-directed bodily activity Needed objects, need-related affordances of 
      the environment 
Terrestrial vertebrate   Locomotion in the four-dimensional  Life habitat, physical areas on the ground,
(all land living animals with a vertebra) physical world incl. dynamic localization  “scenes” with affordances, obstacles,
   of objects    objects and other features relevant 
      to the control of locomotion and object related 
      activities 
   Identification of objects  Recognition of objects as instances of certain 
      natural categories and with certain operational 
      affordances 
Hominid (the highest apes)  Identification of instrumental object  Recognition of object functions
   functions    as instrumental to the achievement certain aims 
      (instrumental affordances) 
   Manipulation and modification of objects Natural objects with physical-functional 
      characteristics related to needs and instrumen
      tal affordances
Homo sapiens sapiens (all humans) Objectification- appropriation of   Creation and appropriation of non-natural 
- as Zoon technikon   practical-bodily cultural products( i.e. cultural) objects and activities and the
  (tool using creature)      corresponding functional systems in the  
      brain. Concepts for abstract functions 
- as Zoon politikon   Practical and linguistic cooperation  Coordination of own behavior in relation to
  (social creature)   and communication with con-specifics  activities of other members of the social group 
      and society at large, linguistic communication 
      (give and receive help and instructions, utiliza
      tion of metaphors for explanation)
      Learning in social settings - appropriation of 
      cultural object-related and social activities in 
      social contexts. Systems of linguistic concepts 
- as Zoon epi-gignoskon  Conscious reflection and meta-cognition Perception of own activities, experiences, 
  (self conscious creature)     feelings, thoughts, cognitive activities and 
      representations, communication and 
      self- reflection.
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These mental representations draw on cognitive and sensory-motor systems that serve to control 
practical activities in the four dimensional physical world (space-time). These systems evolved 
as adaptations to the habitat of the species during phylogenesis. Because they are adaptations, 
they rely on and obey some very fundamental characteristics of physical phenomena. In cognitive 
terms, all humans intuitively understand these characteristics of the world. Linguistic communica-
tion serves to activate available relevant sensory-motor experience, and this reactivation embody 
that which is normally termed “understanding”. 
In relation to development of interfaces, the hypothesis developed here is that much of the in-
teraction with technology should be delegated to the level of non- symbolic processes of direct 
perception-action control drawing on evolutionary old “hard-wired” systems in the brain. These 
systems possess an immense processing power compared to symbolic information processing, 
and they are specially tailored for automatic control of many aspects of interaction that in current 
interfaces requires symbolic information processing and conscious efforts of the user. 
In relation to development of interfaces, the hypothesis developed here is that much of the in-
teraction with technology should be delegated to the level of non- symbolic processes of direct 
perception-action control drawing on evolutionary old “hard-wired” systems in the brain. These 
systems possess an immense processing power compared to symbolic information processing, 
and they are specially tailored for automatic control of many aspects of interaction that in current 
interfaces requires symbolic information processing and conscious efforts of the user. 
Perceptual information for intuitive interfaces 
According to Gibson (1966, 1986) the visual perception of the physical world is based on the infor-
mation carried by the ambient optic array. The ambient optic array is a term that denotes the total 
amount of light that is entering the eyes of an observer. This light is structured by the innumerable 
reflections it has passed through on its way from the sun, via the atmosphere onto the ground, and 
the diverse surfaces of objects it may have encountered and been reflected by, before it reaches 
the eye of an observer. On every encounter with molecules in the air or on the surfaces of objects, 
the light is changed (i.e. structured) either with regard to its direction, its intensity (brightness) or 
its spectral composition (color). The changes are determined unambiguously by the structure and 
texture of the reflecting surfaces, and the light that enter the eyes of an observer is thus carrying 
information about, or specifies, the nature of the reflecting surfaces.
The structural changes that are caused by the reflecting surfaces, depends on their angle in rela-
tion to the direction of the incoming light, as well as on their texture. Delimited surfaces are thus 
specified by delimited sections of the total optic array and carry the “stamp” from the texture of 
the specific reflecting surface. 
When we move in the physical world, we have a conscious notion of the goal towards which 
we move or strive. But the operational details of the activity are determined by the perceptual 
pickup of available information about the conditions for the activity. This information is carried by 
the transformation of the optic array according to the laws of “ecological optics”, as described by 
Gibson (1966, 1986), Gibson, Olum & Rosenblatt (1955), Lee (1980), Turvey & Carello (1986) and 
others. Some crucial aspects of these laws are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Events are specified by patterns of change in the optic array, as illustrated in (Figure 14), showing 
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two prototypical situations: an actor moving around in the world, and an object moving towards 
the observer. Arrows illustrate the displacement of elements in the optical array constituting the 
field of vision during a certain amount of time.
Figure 14: Global and local transformations in the field of vision corresponding to subject locomotion and movement of 
objects (Turvey 1990 p. 942).
When the subject moves through the environment, the optical elements in the whole field of vi-
sion are expanding from the point towards which he moves, passing by the edges in the periphery 
of his field of vision. Behind the subject the optical flow field is converging towards the point di-
rectly opposite of the heading. When an object moves towards the subject, the local field of vision 
corresponding to the object is expanding, as seen to the right in the figure.
Figure 15: The outflow of the optic array during a landing glide (Gibson 1986 p. 125).
The optic flow during locomotion can be represented by the translation vectors of elements in 
the visual field of an observer during a specified amount of time. This is exemplified in (Figure 
15) for a situation in which a pilot is approaching the runway during landing of an aircraft. As it is 
seen in the figure, the optic array is flowing out from a point corresponding to the heading of the 
aircraft. The optical flow may be described as a progressive global magnification of optical texture 
from the focal point towards the periphery of the visual field. The distances of the objects from the 
observer, their angular distance from the center of the visual field, and the velocity of the observer 
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towards the point of landing determine the magnitude of the flow-vectors in different parts of the 
visual field. What is very important here is the circumstance, that the objective relations between 
the observer and the environment in terms of the relative distances and velocities are unambigu-
ously specified in the optic flow. 
Figure 16: The optical transition from one vista (i.e. scene) to another (Gibson 1966 p. 207).
During locomotion the transformation of the optical array is determined by the layout of the 
environment and the characteristics of the observers loco motion. This is shown in the depiction 
of the transformations caused by the movement of an observer from one vista to another (Figure 
16). In this example the doorframe delimits an opening disclosing a scene behind the wall. During 
the approach to the opening the edges of the frame gradually disclose or “disoccludes” more and 
more details of the room behind. Such occluding and disoccluding edges serve a very important 
function for perception during navigation in the environment, as they inform about the relative 
position of objects in 3D space. 
When an object moves in the field of vision relative to a static observer and the surroundings, 
the transformations in the optical array are local, and only cover a part of the visual field cor-
responding to the visual angle in the field of view of the observer, whereas the global field of vi-
sion remains constant. If the object is moving towards the observer, the changes will consist in a 
progressive expansion of the part of the visual field corresponding to the object. 
Figure 17: Five “snapshots” of the local transformations of the optic array specifying the disappearance of an object be-
hind an edge (Gibson 1966 p. 204).
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This will cause a progressive deletion of texture from the background, at the edges of the object. 
If the object is moving at a constant distance from the observer the changes can be described as a 
progressive deletion or occlusion of optical texture from the background at the leading edge of the 
object, and a progressive disocclusion at the trailing edge. When an object passes behind another, 
the defining texture disappears at the edge of the occluding object as shown in (Figure 17). 
If the user’s navigation in the functional space of a system is to be supported by the capacities 
for direct perception, the transformation of the information on the interface as he “moves” around 
in the functional space of the system (i.e. from one menu page to another) must be in accordance 
with the laws of “ecological optics”. A global or local translation of texture in accordance with the 
“laws” of ecological optics unambiguously specifies a certain event in a “virtual space”, and will 
be perceived as such. This has been documented for a number of specific manipulations of the 
visual input to experimental subjects (Gibson 1986, ch. 9-11; Gibson et al. 1955; Lee 1980), and this 
effect has found large-scale application in for instance flight simulators, and other kinds of simula-
tors, as well as in arcade and computer games.
IMPLEMENTING INTUITIVE INTERFACES
In order to construct user interfaces that support the utilization of the general human cognitive and 
sensory-motor competencies for locomotion and object manipulation, it is necessary to analyze 
the various functions in the system for which the interface is constructed, and assign them to the 
categories of scenes, objects and actors, characterized by basic properties in relation to interac-
tion.
Objects and scenes are the most crucial part of the task, and because they are most easily imple-
mented, they will be treated first. These functions will only require powerful graphical processing 
power in the equipment. The last topic - functions that may be characterized as actors - will not 
be treated at any length in this paper. Today only simple aspects of these functions are imple-
mented in existing AV products. Although the presentation of instructions and feedback informa-
tion is often described as “communication”, the capacity of contemporary technology is far from 
the level of sophistication needed to support “intuitive” interaction as conversation (Larsen 1989; 
Shneiderman and Maes 1997; Suchman 1987).
Changing the interface of the Avant TV 
As a concrete example a preliminary analysis of some aspects of the interface for a standard B&O 
Avant TV will be presented here. The Avant is a rather complex integrated AV system with TV and 
programmable VCR (Video Recorder), and optional Satellite, Dolby surround sound, PIP (“Picture 
In Picture”), and various other functions. It may be programmed to turn to two alternative viewing 
angles automatically, and is capable of being the central unit in a B&O link system. 
 In table 4 the system of hierarchically organized menus and sub-menus on the interface of a 
standard Avant TV is listed, and the kind of functions on each menu page today is indicated in 
square brackets. The words used to denote the type of functions, and their approximate translation 
in the preliminary analysis is as follows: Choice denotes the possibility to go to a submenu, and 
would translate to an “opening” or a “door”. 
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Table 4: The system of Menu’s on the B&O Avant TV 
MENU HIERARCHY   FUNCTION  METAPHORICAL CONTENTS
Main menu    [choice]  Scene, 5 openings
 1. Timer record   [choice]  Scene, 2 openings, object 
   1.1 Timer index (recordings) [info + fill-in]  Scene, 1 opening, object
  [1.2] Teletext Programming [info + fill-in]  Scene, object
 2 Timer play    [fill-in + choice]  Scene, 2 openings, object
   2.1 Timer index (play/standby) [info + fill-in]  Scene, 1 opening, object
  [2.2] Teletext Programming [info + fill-in]  Scene, object
  3 TV list (list of channels)  [info + fill-in]  Scene, n openings, object 
 4 Sat list (list of channels)  [info + fill-in]  Scene, m openings, object
 5 Setup   [choice]  Scene, 8 openings
  5.1 Tuning  [choice]  Scene, 3 openings
       5.1.1 TV (tuning ) [fill-in + choice]  Scene, 1 opening, object
             5.1.2.1 Fine tune [fill-in]  Scene, object
       5.1.2 Sat (tuning) [fill-in + choice]  Scene, 1 opening, object
             5.1.2.1 Fine tune [fill-in]  Scene, object
  5.2 Sound  [choice]  Scene, 2 openings
       5.2.1 Adjust  [fill-in]  Scene, object
       5.2.2 Speakers [fill-in]  Scene, object
  5.3 Picture  [fill-in]  Scene, object
  5.4 Stand   [fill-in]  Scene, object
  5.5 Source  [fill-in]  Scene, object
  5.6 Menu  [fill-in]  Scene, object
  5.7 Clock  [fill-in]  Scene, object
  5.8 V.Tape  [choice]  Scene, 2 openings
       5.8.1 Adjust  [fill-in]  Scene, object
       5.8.2 Basic Setup [fill-in]  Scene, object
The number of openings corresponds to the number of accessible sub-menus. For the channel 
lists the number of openings is indeterminate, as it depends on the number of channels that are 
tuned in on the set. Fill-in indicates a function which the user can adjust or program by entering 
data in specified fields, it translates to “object that can be manipulated”, or “actor with memory to 
interact or communicate with” depending on the exact type of the function. Info indicates a menu 
where the user can access some information; it would translate to a view of static “objects”, or 
simple statements from “actors”. 
Examples of the kinds of items on the user interface that may be represented by the various 
metaphors are tentatively summarized in table 5. 
If the menu system of the Avant TV were actually analyzed this way, the structure would change 
because many transitions between scenes would become superfluous, as some scenes could con-
tain more objects. The resulting change of architecture is not taken account of here however. For 
our purpose the architecture will be held constant. 
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Table 5: Interpretation and categorization of items on screen menus in terms of objects, scenes and actors.
METAPHOR  ITEM ON INTERFACE  EXAMPLES
Object  Passive functions on fill-in menus TV- and SAT-Channels on the Channel lists
-   - concrete     Clock
-   - functional/relational   Synchronization of clock to Teletext
Scenes  Menu pages as the background on  Main menu, Setup menu, Tuning menu, TV (tuning) menu, 
  which functions are presented    Channel List etc.
_  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ 
- openings  Labels for sub-menus on choice menus “Tuning” on the Setup menu
Actors  Active functions (e.g. programming)  Timer programming of VCR recording 
  on fill-in menus   Timer play programming
_  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ 
- information -  simple instructions and feedback information “Synchronize clock to Teletext?” 
     “Press MENU for teletext Programming” 
     “Programming stored”
_  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _
- dialogue  Interactive help functions   n.a.
The hierarchically organized system of menus may be transformed to a corresponding system of 
scenes and openings as illustrated in Figure 18. This may make it easier to imagine how transitions 
from one menu page to another can be illustrated as moving from one room (scene) to another. 
Figure 18: The system of menus transformed into an organized set of scenes.
Some features of the representations of different categories of items on the interface are sum-
marized in table 6 and table 7. These features are derived from the knowledge about our under-
standing and perception of objects and situations as it has been described in the previous sec-
tions. 
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Table 6: Functional features of items on interfaces interpreted as objects, scenes and actors 
METAPHOR  ITEM ON INTERFACE  CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES
Object  Passive functions on fill-in menus 2D projections (i.e. “textured surfaces”) of “substantial” 
     objects preserving their identity during manipulation and relo-
     cation. Projections must obey certain principles: 
     1) Cohesion: Surfaces belong to a single object, if and only if 
     they are attached to each other. If they are not attached to each 
     other they  do not belong to a single object. Objects are circum 
     scribble as continuous  surfaces. 
     2) Contact: Surfaces move together, if and only if they are in 
     mutual contact. Surfaces that are not in mutual contact do not 
     move together. 
     3) Continuity:  Movements of objects are continuous in time 
     and space. Separate objects move in separate trajectories that 
     are continuous in time and space. Two objects can’t be at the 
     same place at the same time.
 
-  -concrete    “Substantial” objects, with perceptible affordances that can be
      illustrated (e.g. technical elements like buttons to press, rotate, 
     slide).
-  - functional   “Abstract” objects with imperceptible affordances that cannot 
     be illustrated (e.g. LNB, link-frequency) 
Scenes  Menu pages as the background on  2D perspective projections of rooms or scenes by appropriately
  which functions are presented     textured surfaces. When moving between menus the visual 
     representation on the screen is transformed in a continuous 
     manner as a geometrical projection of the underlying 3D 
     architecture of the system. The transformation informs the user 
     about his path through the system. 
Openings  Sub-menus on choice menus  “Openings” are local textures corresponding to the projection 
     of other “scenes” (i.e. sub-menus) “behind” the pres ent, and 
     thus allow a preview to their contents
Actors   Active functions   Objects accepting instructions and carrying out corresponding 
- executive  (e.g. programming) on fill-in menus functions at specified times. 
     Must allow flexible entering of data, in a format that is congru
     ent with the users point of view.  Setting of parameters should 
     be supported by appropriately chosen defaults. Must provide 
     appropriate status information etc. 
- information  Instructions   The information necessary to present the available affordances 
     and registered programmings that are not directly perceivable. 
- dialogue  Help and guidance  Dialogue- reflection- and learning systems to support learning 
     in the zone of proximal development. Natural language dialo-
     gue systems needs a capacity for “repair of problems of 
     understanding”.
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Objects would be represented as local and circumscribed textured parts of the interface, scenes 
as global (i.e. full screen) texture providing the background for projections of objects. Dynamic 
situations, i.e. state transitions would be represented as local transformations (objects) vs. global 
transformations of textures on the interface (for scenes). 
When we move in known terrain and operate devices with known functions we can mostly de-
pend on perceptually available information. But when we get into unfamiliar conditions or operate 
unknown complex devices, we may need an explanation, e.g., a map or an instruction. It may be 
necessary to train our perceptions in order to evoke adequate mental models’ schemas and maps 
of the world (cf. Neisser 1976). The use of text and textual information is obviously necessary 
when it concern functions, that don’t have a physical form that can be illustrated with a picture or 
reveal itself during dynamic transformations of the information displayed on the interface as it is 
envisioned here. 
A properly formulated text may work as a set of “fishing hooks” into the memory of the user and 
retrieve relevant information from the prior experience. This information may make it possible by 
analogy to build a mental model containing elements that make it possible to get an understand-
ing of the current situation and the available appropriate actions (c.f. Bærentsen 1996, Gentner & 
Holyoak 1997, Gentner & Markman 1997, Holyoak & Thagard 1997, Larsen 1989).
Table 7: Immediately perceptible “ecological information” specifying objects and scenes on screen based interfaces 
METAPHOR  CHARACTERISTICS ON INTERFACE 
Objects   Objects are visible as textured surfaces that together create a form of a certain relative size.  An object in front of
(as static entities)  another object occludes the other object in part or completely
Objects    Attributes may be changed, but they “stick together” if the object is moved. The object maintains its
(as dynamic entities) “substantial” identity over modifications. 
  When it is moved, the configuration of the textured surface defines a continuous local “flow field” determined by 
  the 3D structure of the object, the course of its movement relative to the background scene and other objects. The 
  texture of the background will be occluded at the leading edge of  the object, and disoccluded at the trailing edge. 
  The flow field can be described by a set of local expansion, translation and rotation vectors for the corresponding 
  local textured surface.
Scenes    A scene (vista) is a perspective view of a 3D spatial scenery. The user is at the point of observation defining a 
(as static entities) “point of disappearance” towards which parallel lines “into” the scene converge according to the normal laws for 
  perspective representations.
  The surfaces defining the scene are textured; the texture is graded toward the point of disappearance.
Scenes    When the users point of observation is changed, the course and speed of the movement defines a continuous and 
(as dynamic entities) global flow field determined by the 3D structure of the scene and any object coming into the field of vision. The 
  flow field can be described with a set of expansion- translation- and rotation vectors
Openings  Surfaces in scenes may have openings leading to other vistas. Openings are local textures corresponding to at 
  perspective projection of surfaces in the scene to which the opening leads. During transitions between the 
  scenes, the local texture gradually expands and occludes more and more of the surrounding texture, revealing an 
  increasing amount of texture corresponding to the new scene.
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 SUMMARY AND REMAINING QUESTIONS
The main argument in this paper is that many current technological systems with menu system 
interfaces present symbolic information that require reading of textual status and feedback infor-
mation, and intellectually guided setting of abstract parameters for symbolized functions. Many 
aspects of the interaction with such systems would be better served by graphical displays present-
ing dynamic information in accordance with the principles elucidated in ecological optics (Gibson 
1986; Gibson, Olum & Rosenblatt 1955; Lee 1980; Turvey & Carello 1986). This would allow the 
user to draw upon the massive processing powers of the perception-action systems. 
Information about “scenes” and “objects” can be presented on screen-based interfaces by fol-
lowing what is known about the principles of ecological optics. By utilizing these principles it is 
possible to inform the user about movements around in the functional space of the system and 
about handling objects as “substantial entities” that can be displaced and manipulated. 
It is possible to display the affordances of “scenes” as explorable rooms or places in a space, 
of walls as obstacles, openings in walls as passages to other scenes. The dynamic transforma-
tions are a major source of information about the static 3D layout of the “environment” (i.e. the 
functional space) and the relative position of objects and the observer in this environment. But 
what are the limitations due to the fact that the field of view is not panoramic when the scene is 
displayed on a screen of limited size? And what does it mean that the observer doesn’t move, so 
there is only visual exproprioceptive information available about the movement in space? 
Information can be displayed about objects as “graspable”, “displaceable” and “manipulable” 
or the opposite. But what about the perceivability of technical affordances (or functional as differ-
ent from the “substantial” affordances)? Technical affordances may be directly perceptible if they 
are associated with the surface characteristics of the object, or if the user has acquired the relevant 
knowledge about the functions of the object, and how they are signaled by specific perceptible 
surface characteristics. There is need for a kind of “optics of technical affordances” or “techno-
logical optics” (as a concomitant to the “ecological optics”) describing the directly perceivable 
characteristics that signal standard affordances to anybody who has grown up in a technological 
environment. Some examples are buttons that are pushable, turnable or slideable, chairs that are 
“sitable”, wheels that are “rollable”, icons that are recognizable and texts that are readable.
But the argument is not that every aspect of the user interface should be delegated to a percep-
tual level. Some functions are better served by a linguistic instruction or an explanation of con-
ceptual affordances. It also remains to be determined what minimal knowledge about technologi-
cal affordances can be supposed to be generally available to the “normal users”? What are the 
relevant basic level categories (cf. Rosch 1978) on which it is possible to base illustrations and 
linguistic explanations? How are these basic level categories determined by the pragmatic context 
of their development and retrieval (cf. Barsalou 1993)? And what are the relevant models of knowl-
edge on which to build more advanced help and explanation functions in the systems (cf. Hacker 
& Jilge 1993). 
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